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LECTURE 1 OUTLINE

1. What is Data Mining?
2. Why is Data Mining Important?
3. How is Data (Text) Analytics Used?
4. Data Mining Analytical Steps
5. Data Mining Software Types: 

i. Text Interfaces - R
ii. Graphical Interfaces-Orange

6. What Data (Text) mining application will 
be immediately useful for Statistics?



What is Data Mining?  

Data (Text) mining is an automatic process that uses natural 
language processing to extract valuable insights from unstructured 
Data (text) 

Mining data (text) they can save operational costs, uncover 
relationships previously not available, and gain insights into future 
trends.

Data (Text )mining automates the process of classifying texts by 
sentiment, topic, and intent from various sources such as  Social 
media(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.), text, email , and 
Internet (Google)…etc. (It can be done at a fraction of the cost and 
in real time).



Why are we using Data (Text) Mining  

There is an ocean of data— generated by citizens in both developed 
and developing countries—that did not exist even a few years ago. 
People passively generate this data simply by living their daily lives. 
Mobile phones, Social media(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.), and 
Internet searches engines (google, Being, etc.)  all leave digital traces 
that, when anonymized, aggregated and analyzed, can reveal 
significant insights that help governments make faster and more 
informed decisions.

Traditional statistics, household surveys and census data have been 
effective in tracking medium to long-term development trends but are 
less effective in generating a real-time snapshot for decision makers 
and policymakers to develop timely action plans 



Individuals and organizations generate tons of data every day. 
Stats claim that almost 80% of the existing text data is 
unstructured, meaning it’s not organized in a predefined way, it’s 
not searchable, and it’s almost impossible to manage. In other 
words, it’s just not useful.

Why is Data (Text) Mining Important?

1. Scalability: with text mining it’s possible to analyze large volumes of data in 
just seconds. 

2. Real-time analysis: thanks to text mining, stakeholders can prioritize urgent 
matters accordingly including, detecting a potential crisis, and discovering 
product flaws or negative reviews in real time. Why is this so important? 
Because it allows stakeholders to take quick action.

3. Consistent Criteria: when working on repetitive, manual tasks people are 
more likely to make mistakes

https://www.datamation.com/big-data/structured-vs-unstructured-data.html


How is Text Analytics Used?

https://www.zencos.com/blog/text-mining-examples-advanced-analytics/

Applying a hybrid 
of powerful 
analytical 
capabilities   
Text analysis, 
combined with 
predictive 
modelling and data 
visualization 

https://www.zencos.com/blog/text-mining-examples-advanced-analytics/


Step#1:
Data Collection

Step#2:
Data (Text) Mining

Representing, 
filtering, weighting

Data Importing: 
Structured and 
Unstructured Data

Cleaning, Pre-
processing

figure out

1. Identifying the 

Data source 

information: Such 
as Social 
media(Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, 
etc.), text, email , 
and Internet 
(Google)…etc. 

2. Extracting the 

relevant 

information from 

the data

Step#3:
Data Visualization and

Interpreting and 
reporting the results

Analysing and Results
Word Association, Topic 

Modelling and 
Sentiment Analysis

Visualize:
1. Word Association 
2. Discovered topics
3. Sentiment trends

Data Mining Analytical Steps



Data Mining Software Types 

Text Interfaces

These are generally programming

languages that use written

commands:

1. One of the most fundamental

tools in data mining is the

statistical programming

language R-Free- Open

Source

2. Programming language

Python 3-Free- Open Source

The software for data mining falls into two very general categories.

Graphical Interfaces

These include specialized

applications that use menus, widgets,

virtual connections, and it's really easy

to see the process:

1.RapidMiner- There is a free version
and there is a paid version- You can
download the free version
2. KNIME- You can download it for free

3. Orange-You can download it for free

4. BigML on Server free for small task

but they charge with big data analytics-

Nice way to work with.

5. Apache Spark
6. Rattle



What Data (Text) mining application will be 
immediately useful for Statistics?

• Automate data extraction from text.
• Discover related projects based on previous reports.
• Curate audit materials based on project topics.
• Monitor impact of projects based on social media sentiment.
• Improve the management of projects by using topic models.
• Understand trends between successful land unsuccessful 

projects.
• Detect potential issues in projects given historical data.
• Real time evaluation 
• Baseline measurements for example COVID-19 effect in 

national or  international health, economy, education, etc. 



Does Data mining support other languages other than English?

Also stemming might 

pose a problem. In 

English it is extremely 

well understood. In other 

languages it depends.

If you can solve these two 

problems you can apply 

the typical text mining 

techniques also on other 

languages languages.





Data Mining with R-

Text Mining



Install R and  R Studio



To install R on your computer (legally for free!), go to the home website of R 
Download R of Windows, Mac-OS or Linux from

1. Click download CRAN in the left bar
2. Choose a download site (normally 0-cloud) https://cloud.r-project.org/
3. Choose Windows as target operation system
4. Click base
5. Choose Download R 4.1.0 for Windows (86 megabytes, 32/64 bit) and
6. Choose default answers for all questions

Install R  

https://www.r-project.org/

and do the following (assuming you work on a windows/Mac-OS computer):

https://cloud.r-project.org/
https://www.r-project.org/


• Download R of Windows, Mac-OS or Linux from
http://cran.r-project.org/

• If you like command line interface, you do not need  more than that. 

Install R  

http://cran.r-project.org/


There are a lot of options for running R on your computer. Now, when you install R, it does have its 

own app, and you can open that and you can run commands.

This is one 

way to go.

I actually don't 

use this one 

very often,

because it 

opens up 

several different 

windows

and also 

because the 

keyboard 

commands



Environment for R



• If you prefer an integrated development environment (IDE), an IDE normally 
consists of a source code editor, build automation tools and a debugger. Most 
modern IDEs have intelligent code completion. download R Studio from  
http://www.rstudio.com

• You will keep on fetching packages (libraries) from the CRAN
http://cran.r-project.org/ site.

• Run R installation first, then install R Studio. That is all.

• When we use R, we will use R Studio, except in rare circumstances.

Install R Studio

http://www.rstudio.com/
http://cran.r-project.org/


1.Click Download RStudio

2.Click Download RStudio Desktop

3.Click Recommended For Your System

4.Download the .exe file and run it (choose default answers for all 

questions)

Install R Studio

To install RStudio, go to:

http://www.rstudio.com

And do the following (assuming you work on a windows computer):

http://www.rstudio.com/


http://www.rstudio.com/Step#1

http://www.rstudio.com/


Step#2



Step#3



R Studio



Navigating the RStudio Environment  



R-Console

R-Script
R environment- command 
history and existing 
variables

Displays Graphical 
Results Output and Help 
pages



Let’s quickly understand the interface of R Studio:

R Console: This area shows the output of code you run. Also, you can directly  
write codes in console. Code entered directly in R console cannot be traced later.  
This is where R script comes to use. Hint : Ctl l to clear the screen of the Console.  
R Script: As the name suggest, here you get space to write codes. To run those  
codes, simply select the line(s) of code and press Ctrl + Enter. Alternatively, you  
can click on little ‘Run’ button location at top right corner of R Script.
R environment: This space displays the set of external elements added and  
command history and existing variables. This includes data set, variables, vectors,  
functions etc. To check if data has been loaded properly in R, always look at this  
area.
Graphical Output: This space display the graphs created during exploratory data  
analysis. Not just graphs, you could select packages, seek help with embedded R’s  
official documentation. Hit Help tab to get to the main help page.



You can run R using a number of text editors or “integrated development  
environments” (IDEs). Most people prefer some other application than R’s native  
environment, which provides only limited functionality in terms of syntax  
highlighting, auto-completion, and debugging. Alternatives include RStudio and
Emacs/ESS. I very much prefer the latter, but if you’ve never programmed before I  
would go with RStudio (installation instructions here; note that you need both R  
and RStudio).

All IDEs include a console and a text editor. The console is where you’ll see the  
results (or output) of commands executed from the editor. You can type commands  
directly into the console, but this is generally not a good strategy. This is because  
the whole purpose of writing code is to make it reproducible. Typing commands in  
the text editor will let you come back to them later as long as you save them (using  
extension .R).

Hint in running R



5. Packages and Help Pages



• Packaging: a crucial infrastructure to efficiently produce, load and
keep consistent software libraries from (many) different sources /
authors

• Most R packages deal with statistics and data analysis
• Many professors, programmers, and statisticians use R to design  tools 

that can help people analyze data. They then make these tools  free for 
anyone to use. To use these tools, you just have to download  them. They 
come as preassembled collections of functions and  objects called
packages

• Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) is a place where  
you can fetch those packages for free. You can get truly power 
powerful tools at CRAN. you can find them at this link: 
https://cran.r-project.org/

Statistical Packages

https://cran.r-project.org/


Clic
k

https://cran.r-project.org/

https://cran.r-project.org/






How to install R packages?



As a first time user, a pop might appear to select your CRAN mirror  
(country server), choose accordingly and press OK.
Note: You can type this either in console directly and press ‘Enter’ or
in R script and click ‘Run’.

Installing Packages:
The sheer power of R lies in its incredible packages. In R, most data  
handling tasks can be performed in 2 ways: Using R packages and R  
base functions. In this course, I’ll also introduce you with the most  
handy and powerful R packages. To install a package, simply type:

install.packages("package name")



Loading Packages:

library(package name)

Installing a package doesn’t immediately place its  
functions at your fingertips. It just places them on your  
computer. To use an R package, you next have to load it  
in your R session with the command:



Updating R Packages:

For example if you already have ggplot2, reshape2, and
dplyr on your computer, it’d be a good idea to check for
updates before you use them:

update.packages(c("ggplot2", "reshape2", "dplyr"))



Install.packages

Each R package is hosted at http://cran.r-project.org, the same website
that hosts R.

However, you don’t need to visit the website to download an R package;  
you can download packages straight from R’s command line. Here’s how:

1. Open RStudio.
2. Make sure you are connected to the Internet.
3. Run install.packages(“ggplot2") at the command line (console)

http://cran.r-project.org/


Library
Installing a package doesn’t place its functions at your  
fingertips just yet: it simply places them in your hard  
drive. To use an R package, you next have to load it in your  
R session with the command library("ggplot2"). If you  
would like to load a different package, replace ggplot2  
with your package name in the code.



There are over 1,000 functions at the core of R, and new R  functions are created 
all of the time. This can be a lot of  material to memorize and learn! Luckily, each R 
function  comes with its own help page, which you can access by typing  the 
function’s name after a question mark.

For example, each of these commands will open a 
help page. Look for the pages  to appear in the Help 
tab of RStudio’s bottom-right pane:
> ?sqrt

> ?log10

> ?sample

Hint: If a function comes in an R package, R won’t be able to find its help page
unless the package is loaded.

Getting Help with Help Pages



Working Directory



Each time you open R, it links itself to a directory on your computer,  
which R calls the working directory. This is where R will look for files  
when you attempt to load them, and it is where R will save files when  
you save them. The location of your working directory will vary on  
different computers. To determine which directory R is using as your  
working directory, run:

> getwd()
[1] "C:/Users/new/Documents"
>



1. You can place data files straight into the folder that is your working  
directory, or

2. You can move your working directory to where your data files are.
3. You can move your working directory to any folder on your  

computer with the function setwd. Just give setwd the file path to  
your new working directory.

Hint: I prefer to set my working directory to a folder dedicated to 
whichever project I am currently working on. That way I can keep  all 
of my data, scripts, graphs, and reports in the same place. For
example:



> setwd("C:/Users/new/Desktop/Data files")
> getwd()
[1] "C:/Users/new/Desktop/Data files"
>

I prefer to set my working directory to a folder dedicated to whichever  
project I am currently working on. That way I can keep all of my data,  
scripts, graphs, and reports in the same place. For example:

Setting your Working Directory

Should be like  
this direction  
of the slash to  
make it work!

If the file path does not begin with your root directory, R will assume  
that it begins at your current working directory.

> setwd("~/Desktop/AITRS Course")

Tilde command



You can also change your working directory by clicking on  
Session > Set Working Directory
> Choose Directory in the RStudio menu bar.

You can see what files are in your working directory with list.files(). If  
you see the file that you would like to open in your working directory,  
then you are ready to proceed. How you open files in your working  
directory will depend on which type of file you would like to open.

"deck.RData"
> list.files()
[1] "deck.csv"
>



Designing projects

Managing your projects in a reproducible  
fashion doesn't just make your science  
reproducible, it makes your life easier.



Working directories are useful for keeping work organized. A working directory is 
one spot (e.g. a folder) that you have created for saving all of your work.

Here are a couple of different ideas for laying a project out.  This is 
the basic structure that I usually use:

proj/
├── R/
├── data/
├── doc/
├── figs/
└── output/

Hint: Open a folder in your Desktop and 
name it then create five subfolders as shown 
in the diagrams then you can open it as new 
project in R  



• The R directory contains various files with function definitions (but only function definitions -
no code that actually runs).

• The data directory contains data used in the analysis. This is treated as read only; in paricular  
the R files are never allowed to write to the files in here. Depending on the project, these  
might be csv files, a database, and the directory itself may have subdirectories.

• The doc directory contains the paper. I work in LaTeX which is nice because it can pick up  
figures directly made by R. Markdown can do the same and is starting to get traction among  
biologists. With Word you’ll have to paste them in yourself as the figures update.

• The figs directory contains the figures. This directory only contains generated files; that is, I  
should always be able to delete the contents and regenerate them.

• The output directory contains simulation output, processed datasets, logs, or other processed  
things.

• In this set up, I usually have the R script files that do things in the project root:



In this set up, I usually have the R script files that do things in
the project root:

proj/
├── R/
├── data/
├── doc/
├── figs/
├── output/
└── analysis.R

For very simple projects, you might drop the R directory, perhaps  
replacing it with a single file analysis-functions.R which you  
source.



Basic text Mining in R



Example: Inflation rate in Indonesia we need to infer real-
time information regarding how inflation rates in all 
provinces are perceived by the Indonesian population

Many questions need to ask before we start our research:

1. Are people talking about food price increases on Google 
search engine or other social media? If so, how?

2. How does this information compare with ground truth 
information?

3. Are people also talking about fuel price increases on 
Google search engine or other social media? If so, how 
does it relate to the conversations about food prices 
rising?



Step#1:
Data Collection

Step#2:
Data (Text) Mining

Representing, 
filtering, weighting

Data Importing: 
Structured and 
Unstructured Data

Cleaning, Pre-
processing

figure out

1. Identifying the 

Data source 

information: Such 
as Social 
media(Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, 
etc.), text, email , 
and Internet 
(Google)…etc. 

2. Extracting the 

relevant 

information from 

the data

Step#3:
Data Visualization and

Interpreting and 
reporting the results

Analysing and Results
Word Association, Topic 

Modelling and 
Sentiment Analysis

Visualize:
1. Word Association 
2. Discovered topics
3. Sentiment trends

Data Mining Analytical Steps



To start, install the packages you need to mine 
text. You only need to do this step once.

library(cluster) 
library(topicmodels)
library(readr)
library(tidyverse)
library(tm)
library(wordcloud)
library(wordcloud2)
library(tidytext)
library(textdata)
library(reshape2)
library(knitr)
library(gridExtra)
library(grid)
library(magick)
library(igraph)
library(ggraph)
library("ggsci")
library(devtools)
library(circlize)
library(radarchart)
library("tm")
library("SnowballC")
library("wordcloud")
library("RColorBrewer")
library("syuzhet")
library("ggplot2")



Step#1: Loading Texts



Note: The texts used in this example are a few websites about qualitative data 
analysis that were copied and pasted into a text document. You can use a 
variety of media for this, such as PDF and HTML. The text example was chosen 
because it most closely matches the data used in the QDA Mash-up class.

Read this next part carefully. You need to three unique things here:
1. Create a file named “texts” where you’ll keep your data.
2. Save the file to a particular place
+ Mac: Desktop
+ PC: C: drive
3. Copy and paste the appropriate scripts below.
On a Mac, save the folder to your desktop and use the following code chunk:

Start by saving your text files in a folder titled: “texts” This will be the 
“corpus” (body) of texts you are mining.



On a Mac, save the folder to your desktop and use the 
following code chunk:

cname <- file.path("~", "Desktop", "texts")   
cname

dir(cname) # Use this to check to see that your texts have loaded. 

[1] "Bloombergmarkets.txt"     "IndonesiaInvestments.txt"
[3] "JakartaGlobe.txt"         "TheJakartaPost.txt"      
[5] "TheStraittimes.txt"      



On a PC, save the folder to your C: drive and use the following 
code chunk:

cname <- file.path("C:", "texts")   
cname
[1] "C:/texts”

dir(cname) # Use this to check to see that your texts have loaded. 

[1] "Bloombergmarkets.txt"     "IndonesiaInvestments.txt"
[3] "JakartaGlobe.txt"         "TheJakartaPost.txt"      
[5] "TheStraittimes.txt"      
>



library(tm)   
docs <- VCorpus(DirSource(cname))   
summary(docs)

Length            Class                     Mode
Bloombergmarkets.txt       2           PlainTextDocument list
IndonesiaInvestments.txt  2          PlainTextDocument list
JakartaGlobe.txt                  2          PlainTextDocument list
TheJakartaPost.txt              2          PlainTextDocument list
TheStraittimes.txt               2          PlainTextDocument list
> 

Load the R package for text mining and then load your texts 
into R.



If you so desire, you can read your documents in the R 
terminal using inspect(docs). Or, if you prefer to look at 
only one of the documents you loaded, then you can 
specify which one using something like:

inspect(docs[2])

In this case, you would call up only the second document 
you loaded. Be careful. Either of these commands will fill 
up your screen fast.



Step#2: Preprocessing (Text Cleaning)



Once you are sure that all documents loaded properly, go on to 
preprocess your texts.

This step allows you to remove numbers, capitalization, 
common words, punctuation, and otherwise prepare your 
texts for analysis. This can be somewhat time consuming and 
picky, but it pays off in the end in terms of high quality 
analyses.



Removing punctuation:

Your computer cannot actually read. Punctuation and other special 
characters only look like more words to your computer and R. Use the 
following to methods to remove them from your text.

docs <- tm_map(docs, removePunctuation)   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked.



If necessary, such as when working with emails, you can remove 
special characters.
This list has been customized to remove punctuation that you 
commonly find in emails. You can customize what is removed by 
changing them as you see fit, to meet your own unique needs.

for(j in seq(docs))   
{   
docs[[j]] <- gsub("/", " ", docs[[j]])   
docs[[j]] <- gsub("@", " ", docs[[j]])   
docs[[j]] <- gsub("\\|", " ", docs[[j]])   

}   
# inspect(docs[1]) # You can check a document (in this case the first) to see if it 
worked.



Removing numbers:
docs <- tm_map(docs, removeNumbers)   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked.

Converting to lowercase:
As before, we want a word to appear exactly the same every 
time it appears. We therefore change everything to 
lowercase.

docs <- tm_map(docs, tolower)   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked. 



Removing “stopwords” (common words) that 
usually have no analytic value:
In every text, there are a lot of common, and uninteresting words (a, 
and, also, the, etc.). Such words are frequent by their nature, and will 
confound your analysis if they remain in the text.

# For a list of the stopwords, see:   
# length(stopwords("english"))   
# stopwords("english")   
docs <- tm_map(docs, removeWords, stopwords("english"))   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked.  



Removing particular words:

If you find that a particular word or two appear in the output, 
but are not of value to your particular analysis. You can remove 
them, specifically, from the text.

docs <- tm_map(docs, removeWords, c("Jakarta", "email”))  
# Just replace "department" and "email" with words that you 
would like to remove. 



Combining words that should stay together
If you wish to preserve a concept is only apparent as a collection of two 
or more words, then you can combine them or reduce them to a 
meaningful acronym before you begin the analysis. Here, I am using 
examples that are particular to qualitative data analysis.

for (j in seq(docs))
{
docs[[j]] <- gsub("qualitative research", "QDA", docs[[j]])
docs[[j]] <- gsub("qualitative studies", "QDA", docs[[j]])
docs[[j]] <- gsub("qualitative analysis", "QDA", docs[[j]])
docs[[j]] <- gsub("research methods", "research_methods", 
docs[[j]])
}



Removing common word endings (e.g., “ing”, “es”, “s”):
This is referred to as “stemming” documents. We stem the documents 
so that a word will be recognizable to the computer, despite whether 
or not it may have a variety of possible endings in the original text.

library(SnowballC)   
docs <- tm_map(docs, stemDocument)   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked.  



Stripping unnecessary whitespace from your documents:
The above preprocessing will leave the documents with a lot of “white 
space”. White space is the result of all the left-over spaces that were 
not removed along with the words that were deleted. The white space 
can, and should, be removed.

docs <- tm_map(docs, stripWhitespace)   
# inspect(docs[3]) # Check to see if it worked.



To Finish
Be sure to use the following script once you have 
completed preprocessing:

This tells R to treat your preprocessed documents as text 
documents.

docs <- tm_map(docs, PlainTextDocument) 

This is the end of the preprocessing stage.



Step#3: Stage the Data



Sparse matrix:

In numerical analysis, a sparse matrix is a matrix in which most of the
elements are zero. By contrast, if most of the elements are nonzero, then the
matrix is considered dense. The number of zero-valued elements divided by
the total number of elements (e.g., m × n for an m × n matrix) is called the
sparsity of the matrix (which is equal to 1 minus the density of the matrix).

The above sparse matrix 
contains only 9 nonzero 
elements, with 26 zero 
elements. Its sparsity is 74%, 
and its density is 26%.

Sparsity is a very useful property of some Machine Learning algorithms.

Total=35



To proceed, create a document term matrix!. This is what you will be 
using from this point on.

dtm <- DocumentTermMatrix(docs)   
dtm
<<DocumentTermMatrix (documents: 5, terms: 1017)>>
Non-/sparse entries: 1423/3662
Sparsity           : 72%
Maximal term length: 17
Weighting          : term frequency (tf)
> 

To inspect, you can use: inspect(dtm)
This will, however, fill up your terminal quickly. So you may prefer to view a 
subset:
inspect(dtm[1:5, 1:20]) view first 5 docs & first 20 terms - modify as you like
dim(dtm) This will display the number of documents & terms (in that order)



You’ll also need a transpose of this matrix!  (a matrix obtained 
from a given matrix by interchanging each row and the 
corresponding column i.e. transfer (a term), with its sign 
changed, to the other side of an equation). Create it using:

<<TermDocumentMatrix (terms: 1017, documents: 5)>>
Non-/sparse entries: 1423/3662
Sparsity           : 72%
Maximal term length: 17
Weighting          : term frequency (tf)
> 

tdm <- TermDocumentMatrix(docs)   
tdm



Step#4: Explore your data



Organize terms by their frequency:

freq <- colSums(as.matrix(dtm))   
length(freq) 

[1] 1017

ord <- order(freq)

m <- as.matrix(dtm)   
dim(m)   
write.csv(m, file="dtm.csv") 

If you prefer to export the matrix to Excel:   



Step#5: Word Frequency



There are a lot of terms, so for now, just check out some of the most 
and least frequently occurring words.

freq[head(ord)]

> freq[head(ord)]
“easing    “first    “hands “monetary      able  absorbed 

1            1          1                1                   1         1 
> 

freq[tail(ord)] 

> freq[tail(ord)]
said      bank    prices      rate   percent inflation 
40        41        41              59        89       115 

> 



Check out the frequency of frequencies.

head(table(freq), 15)

The resulting output is two rows of numbers. The top number is the 
frequency with which words appear and the bottom number reflects 
how many words appear that frequently. Here, considering only the 
15 lowest word frequencies, we can see that 585 terms appear only 
once. There are also a lot of others that appear very infrequently.

> head(table(freq), 15)
freq
1     2        3   4     5   6     7     8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15 

585  202  68  41  27  21  11  12   5  11   3    2      5   4   2 
> 



> tail(table(freq), 15)
freq
14  15  16  17  20  23  30  33  34  36  40  41  59  89 115 
4   2    3     1    1     2     1    2    1    1    1    2     1    1    1 

> 

tail(table(freq), 15)

Considering only the 15 greatest frequencies, we can see that there is 
a huge disparity (a great difference) in how frequently some terms 
appear.

For a less, fine-grained look at term frequency we can view a table of 
the terms we selected when we removed sparse terms, above. (Look 
just under the word “Focus”.)



freq <- colSums(as.matrix(dtms))   
freq

> freq
bank   central  consumer       end     index indonesia inflation 
41        36        17         7        15        33       115 

lower    policy     price    prices      rate     since    target 
12        20        30        41        59        13        13 

three 
7 

The above matrix was created using a data transformation we made 
earlier. What follows is an alternative that will accomplish essentially 
the same thing.

freq <- sort(colSums(as.matrix(dtm)), decreasing=TRUE)   
head(freq, 14)



> freq <- sort(colSums(as.matrix(dtm)), decreasing=TRUE)   
> head(freq, 14)
inflation    percent       rate       bank     prices       said 

115         89         59         41         41         40 
central       food  indonesia indonesias price     annual 

36           34         33           33                       30         23 
year     policy 
23         20 

> 

An alternate view of term frequency:

This will identify all terms that appear frequently (in this case, 30 or 
more times).

findFreqTerms(dtm, lowfreq=30)   # Change "30" to whatever is most 
appropriate for your text data.



> findFreqTerms(dtm, lowfreq=30)
[1] "bank"       "central"    "food"       "indonesia"  "indonesias"
[6] "inflation"  "percent"    "price"      "prices"     "rate"      
[11] "said"      
> 

Yet another way to do this:
wf <- data.frame(word=names(freq), freq=freq)   
head(wf) 

> wf <- data.frame(word=names(freq), freq=freq)   
> head(wf)

word        freq
inflation     inflation 115
percent     percent 89
rate           rate 59
bank          bank 41
prices       prices 41
said           said 40
> 



Step#6: Plot Word Frequencies



Plot words that appear at least 10 times.

library(ggplot2)   
ggplot(subset(wf, freq>10), aes(x = reorder(word, -freq), y = freq)) +
geom_bar(stat = "identity", ) + 
theme(axis.text.x=element_text(angle=45, hjust=1))



library(ggplot2)
ggplot(subset(wf, freq>10), aes(x = reorder(word, -freq), y = freq)) + 
geom_bar(stat="identity",fill = " red") +
xlab("Words") + ylab("Count") + coord_flip() +
theme(axis.text=element_text(size=7,face= "bold", colour= "black"))



Step#7: Word Associates 



Word Association-For any given key word we can find its
correlation. Scores range from 0 to 1. A score of 1 means
that two words always appear together in documents,
while a score approaching 0 means the terms seldom
appear in the same document.

Specific word that are useful for the evaluation are further
examined to identify the words most commonly used with
that word or term. Where specific words always appear
together then there is a correlation of 1.0 (or 100%).

Explore frequent terms and their associations



1. Term Correlations

If you have a term in mind that you have found to be 
particularly meaningful to your analysis, then you may 
find it helpful to identify the words that most highly 
correlate with that term.
If words always appear together, then correlation=1.0.

findAssocs(dtm, c("inflation" , "rate"), corlimit=0.98) # 
specifying a correlation limit of 0.98  



> findAssocs(dtm, c("inflation" , "rate"), corlimit=0.98)
$inflation

growth         prices     accounting          chief            cpi
0.99           0.99           0.98           0.98           0.98 

decrease         figure         global        highest       involves 
0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98 

januaryoctober mainly     maintained        maybank million 
0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98 
near       research            saw       shallots          share 
0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98 

sixth           sold       staterun stay         versus 
0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98           0.98 

$rate
benchmark      data       cut   monthly     basis     month 

1.00      1.00      0.99      0.99      0.98      0.98 
> 



In this case, “inflation” and “rate” were highly correlated 
with numerous other terms. Setting corlimit= to 0.98 
prevented the list from being overly long. Feel free to 
adjust the corlimit= to any value you feel is necessary.

findAssocs(dtms, ”rate", corlimit=0.95) # specifying a correlation limit 
of 0.95

> > findAssocs(dtms, "rate", corlimit=0.95) # specifying a correlation 
limit of 0.95
$rate
consum index 
0.98   0.98 

> 



2. Word Clouds!

Humans are generally strong at visual analytics. That is 
part of the reason that these have become so popular. 
What follows are a variety of alternatives for 
constructing word clouds with your text.

library(wordcloud) 

## Loading required package: Rcpp
## Loading required package: RColorBrewer



Plot words that occur at least 10 times.

library(wordcloud)   
set.seed(142)   
wordcloud(names(freq), freq, min.freq=10) 

Hint: You have to set seed every time you want to get a reproducible random 
result.
Just adding some addition aspects. Need for setting seed: In the academic world, if one 
claims that his algorithm achieves, say 98.05% performance in one simulation, others need 
to be able to reproduce it. For more details:

?set.seed





Note: The set.seed() function just makes the configuration of the 
layout of the clouds consistent each time you plot them. You can omit 
that part if you are not concerned with preserving a particular layout.

Plot the 100 most frequently used words.

set.seed(142)   
wordcloud(names(freq), freq, max.words=100)



Add some color and plot words occurring at least 20 
times.

set.seed(142)   
wordcloud(names(freq), freq, min.freq=20, 
scale=c(5,.1), colors=brewer.pal(6, "Dark2")) 





Plot the 100 most frequently occurring words.

set.seed(142)   
dark2 <- brewer.pal(6, "Dark2")   
wordcloud(names(freq), freq, max.words=100, 
rot.per=0.2, colors=dark2) 





Step #8: Topic Modelling or 
Thematic Representation



The calculation of topic models aims to determine the
proportionate composition of a fixed number of topics in
the documents of a collection. It is useful to experiment
with different parameters in order to find the most
suitable parameters for your own analysis needs

Topic Modelling or Thematic Representation

Topic modelling is an ‘unsupervised’ machine learning
technique, in other words, one that doesn’t require
training. Topic models are suitable for the exploration of
data.



• The topic model is an algorithm that 
automatically learns topics (themes) from a 
collection of documents
– It works by observing words that tend to co-appear in documents, 

for example gene and dna, or climate and warming

– The topic model assumes each document exhibits multiple topics

– The topic model learns topics directly from the text

• Each topic is displayed by showing its top-20 
words, for example:
– dark_matter cosmological cosmology universe dark_energy lensing 

survey CMB redshift cosmic mass galaxy scale galaxies gravitational 
measurement power_spectrum parameter observation structure 
...etc. 

– This is a topic about Dark Matter, Dark Energy and Cosmology

What is topic modelling? 



• To identify topics in a set of documents (including in 
CPDs)

• It groups documents that use similar words as well as 
words that occur in a similar set of documents.

• Intuition: for example documents related to climate 
would contain more words like, change, policy, etc and 
COVID related keywords like health, pandemic, etc.

• A document can have multiple topics in different 
proportions. For example, a document can be 70% about 
climate and 30% about COVID.

• Topic modelling has been calculated using a Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm: the most widely 
used topic modelling algorithm.



library(topicmodels)

#LDA model with 10 topics selected
lda_6 = LDA(dtm, k = 6, method = 'Gibbs', 

control = list(nstart = 5, seed = list(1505,99,36,56,88), best = TRUE, 
thin = 500, burnin = 4000, iter = 2000))

#Top 10 terms or words under each topic

top10terms_6 = as.matrix(terms(lda_6,10))
top10terms_6

> top10terms_6 = as.matrix(terms(lda_6,10))
> top10terms_6

Topic 1    Topic 2      Topic 3   Topic 4  Topic 5     Topic 6  
[1,] "inflat"   "indonesia"  "food"    "per"    "percent"   "price"  
[2,] "monetari" "govern"     "polici"  "cent"   "rate"      "percent"
[3,] "increas"  "fuel"       "control" "cut"    "inflat"    "central"
[4,] "shock"    "rais"       "will"    "fell"   "indonesia" "bank"   
[5,] "also"     "indonesian" "accord"  "gain"   "said"      "inflat" 
[6,] "caus"     "level"      "cost"    "set"    "month"     "volatil"
[7,] "economi"  "subsidi"    "suppli"  "point"  "annual"    "core"   
[8,] "suppli"   "energi"     "case"    "compar" "bank"      "like"   
[9,] "interest" "idr"        "good"    "year"   "expect"    "low"    
[10,] "money"    "emerg"      "peopl"   "drop"   "year"      "octob"  
> 



Classification by Emotion and Polarity

The NRC Emotion Lexicon is a list of English words and their associations with 
eight basic emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and 
disgust) and  two sentiments (negative and positive). The annotations were 
manually done by crowdsourcing. 

More details can be found at this link:
https://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/NRC-Emotion-Lexicon.htm

My sentiment analysis is based on the NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon



Classification by Emotion



Classification by Polarity



Both Emotion 
and Polarity

From the  sentiment analysis 
plot on tweets Rohingya 
Refugees, it is observable that 

the Rohingya Refugees has 

maximum tweets being positive 

and trust. Apart from these, 

there is a notable amount of 

anticipation and anger among 
their tweets.



Exercise: COVID-19 Delta variant detected 
in 98 countries, continues to evolve and 
mutate 

Hint: use Google search to search for articles related to above topic 



Using Google setting you can use advanced search or change 
the language, etc.



Using Google Tools to change time, customise range, etc 

Hint: You can use 
Control and Paste the 
text from the articles 
but it is not practical if 
you have for example 
10,000 articles and 
Google security issues 
it might be apply! You 
need access



https://webscraper.io/

Using Web Scraper 

https://webscraper.io/


Thank you


